**EnergyGuide**

Refrigerator-Freezer
- Automatic Defrost
- Bottom-Mounted Freezer
- No Through-The-Door-Ice

Whirlpool Corporation
Model: WRF560SEY*0*
WRF560SMY*0* WRF560SEH*0*
WRFA60SMH*0* WRF560SMH*0*
Capacity: 19.7 Cubic Feet

Compare ONLY to other labels with yellow numbers. Labels with yellow numbers are based on the same test procedures.

### Estimated Yearly Energy Cost

- Models with similar features: $54
- All models: $40
- **$74**

### Estimated Yearly Electricity Use

**618 kWh**

- Your cost will depend on your utility rates and use.
- Both cost range based only on models of similar size capacity.
- Models with similar features have automatic defrost, bottom-mounted freezer, and no through-the-door-ice.
- Estimated energy cost based on a national average electricity cost of 12 cents per kWh.
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